Virtual Guide of Poznań

Visit the city in an innovative way – here comes the interactive view on Poznań.
Poznań got the panoramic view on the scale of 21st century. Thanks to the Visit Poland Online
project and its cooperation with Poznań Tourism Organization we can show you Poznań with a
virtual guide.

Visiting the city was never easier. Usage of the drone images allows us to see the panoramic view on
the city’s most important places comfrotably, from more then one prespective. The interactive map
presents must sees such as The Old Market Square, former Castle District, Malta Lake or the Old
Brewery but also less known like Szachty, Stadium or Freedom Knoll. Creators didn’t forget about
surroundings – we already get Kórnik Castle, Swarzędz, Tarnowo Podgórne. And we’re getting even
more soon!

OPEN FULL VIEW

The views do not only serve as pretty pictures. We are able realisticly see where in the labyrinth of
streets and squares certain place is located. Display includes museums, tourist attractions, historical
places, cultural institutions but also practical points like parkings, shops. We can specificly plan our
visit and save time for deserved relax. Easy interface not only takes us from view to a view but helps
easily find a spot and quickly check where it is. Also, it navigates to helpful tools – TripAdvisor,
Booking.com or Google maps.

Another important element are virtual walks inside the objects. Thanks to that we can verify the
standards and decide whether it’s suitable or not. And even though on the Poznań views there aren’t
many of those, the Visit Poland Online proves that it’s only the matter of time until more shows up.

We invite you to explore!
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